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Utilities Disputes Ltd is an independent service for resolving complaints about
utilities including electricity and gas. The Utilities Disputes service is free to
complainants. Last year our service received over 6,500 enquiries and complaints
from individuals and businesses. More than 230 gas and electricity providers
participate in our service.
We work with consumers and providers on resolving complaints that have reached
deadlock. This means the consumer has gone to the provider with their complaint,
but after 20 working days (in some instances 40 working days), the complaints is
still not resolved. We also provide assistance at all stages of the complaint process.
Over 90% of complaints we receive are settled between the parties after the
complainant has contacted us. If the complaint can’t be settled this way, the
Commissioner can make a decision. If the Commissioner upholds a complaint,
she may recommend a settlement such as an apology, a credit, a refund, or any
other action the Commissioner thinks is fair and reasonable in the circumstances.
The Commissioner may also decide the Provider’s point of view is accurate.
This book of case notes summarizes some of the complaints we received in 2016.
Our goal in publishing this book is to highlight interesting completed cases and to
provide helpful examples for those considering complaints.
The most common issues in complaints are billing and account management,
including back bills and high bills. Other common issues are land and network
equipment, metering and supply quality.
You can find out more about Utilities Disputes and the complaints process by
visiting our website, www.utilitiesdisputes.co.nz, or free call 0800 22 33 40.
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2016

58412

Mr F complained his distributor charged him a fee it had not told him about when he
decided to connect to the grid.
The Commissioner found the company was entitled to charge the fee, but recommended
the company pay Mr F $500 because its customer service could have been better.

The complaint
Mr F complained about his distributor. Mr F said his distributor charged him a “monthly
transformer charge” without warning. Mr F said the distributor did not tell him about
the charge when it gave him information about the monthly costs when Mr F was
building his house.
Mr F said the incorrect information the distributor provided financially disadvantaged him.
He said he relied on the information in deciding to connect to the grid instead of using
alternative energy sources.
The distributor said it made a mistake by excluding the transformer charge from the
information it gave Mr F. The distributor said, however, Mr F did not suffer loss as a
result of the mistake. The distributor said this was because it was not seeking to recover
the transformer charges from the last two and a half years.

The outcome
The Commissioner’s office facilitated a conciliation conference between the parties.
The parties were unable to resolve the complaint and asked the Commissioner to make
a recommendation.
The Commissioner gave notice she proposed recommending the distributor pay Mr F $300.
The Commissioner said this was because:
•
•

The distributor was entitled to change the price it charge Mr F; but
The distributor should pay Mr F $300 because it provided poor customer service

The Commissioner said the distributor’s contract with Mr F entitled it to change prices,
as long as it provided four weeks’ notice. The Commissioner found the distributor provided
four weeks’ notice in this case. The Commissioner found the distributor did not make any
representation to Mr F that his charges would never change.
The distributor accepted the proposed recommendation. Mr F rejected the proposed
recommendation and provided comments for the Commissioner’s consideration.
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Mr F said:
•
•

The Consumer Guarantees Act (the CGA) prevented the distributor from charging
Mr F the transformer fee because it left it off its initial estimate
The Contractual Remedies Act (the CRA) required the distributor to restore Mr F to the
position he was in before he relied on the distributor’s information and connected
to the network

After reviewing the issues raised by Mr F, the Commissioner issued a recommendation. The
Commissioner recommended the distributor pay Mr F $500 after the Commissioner reviewed
her opinion on the impact of the distributor’s customer service on Mr F. The Commissioner
said the CRA did not apply to Mr F’s complaint because the CRA provides remedies for
breach of contract but Mr F’s distributor did not breach the contract. The Commissioner
said the CGA did not apply because the CGA would only be relevant if a price had not been
agreed between the parties. In Mr F’s case a price was agreed between the parties.
The distributor accepted the Commissioner’s recommendation. Mr F rejected the
recommendation and the file was closed.
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YEAR

COMPLAINT

2016

59853

Ms Q complained her retailer charged her for a streetlight near her property even though
the streetlight did not work.
The Commissioner found the retailer was entitled to charge Ms Q for the streetlight, but
did not charge her the rate it said it would. The Commissioner recommended the retailer
should charge Ms Q the rate it said it would, and pay her $75 for poor customer service.

The complaint
Ms Q said she lived on a private right of way with two streetlights (“the streetlights”). She
said one of the streetlights did not work because it did not have a bulb.
Ms Q said her retailer told her it would charge her for electricity used by both streetlights.
She said the retailer told her the streetlights are unmetered and so Ms Q would be
responsible for a daily charge regardless of whether or not the lights had bulbs.
In response to Ms Q’s complaint, the retailer said it was passing on costs from the distributor.
The distributor said it charged Ms Q because the local council advised it would no longer
pay for electricity used by the streetlight. The distributor said the council did not want
to pay for the electricity because the street was private.

The outcome
The parties could not agree and asked the Commissioner to recommend a settlement.
The Commissioner found the retailer was entitled to charge Ms Q for the streetlight because
its standard terms and conditions allowed it to pass on any fees or charges from a network
operator to one of the retailer’s customers. In this case, the distributor confirmed it
shared the unmetered streetlight costs between the seven installation control points
(ICPs) on the street.
However, the Commissioner proposed recommending the retailer refund Ms Q the difference
between what was charged and what the retailer said it would charge. The Commissioner
said this was because the retailer told Ms Q it would charge her 2.618 cents per day for the
streetlight, but charged 4.236 cents per day. The Commissioner said the retailer was entitled
to charge Ms Q 4.236 cents per day, but only gave notice it would charge 2.618 cents per day.
The Commissioner proposed recommending the retailer correct the amount on Ms Q’s bills.
The Commissioner said if the retailer wished to charge Ms Q the amount it was entitled to, it
needed to give Ms Q 30 days’ notice.
The Commissioner proposed recommending the retailer pay Ms Q $75 for its customer
service. The Commissioner said this was because the retailer became frustrated with Ms Q
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when trying to explain the streetlight charge. The Commissioner said the retailer’s customer
service fell below the level of customer service reasonably expected by a customer.
Both Ms Q and the retailer accepted the proposed recommendation and the file was closed.
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2016

65823

Ms R complained her retailer sent her a large back bill after not reading her meter for
31 months.
The Commissioner recommended the retailer and the complainant share responsibility for
the back bill.

The complaint
Ms R complained her retailer sent her a bill for $5,279.41 because it did not read her meter
accurately for a period of 31 months.
During Utilities Disputes’ investigation of the complaint, the retailer provided evidence to
show in October 2013 the meter at Ms R’s property stopped transmitting meter reads. This
meant Ms R was not charged for electricity she used until the retailer removed the meter in
April 2016. When the retailer removed the meter, it used the meter’s internal read to send
Ms R an invoice for $5,279.41. The invoice was made up of variable charges for electricity
used between October 2013 and April 2016.
Ms R accepted the cause of the back bill. Ms R said she did not question her invoices
between October 2013 and April 2016. She said she thought the invoices she received
were accurate. Between October 2013 and April 2016 Ms R received invoices made up
only of daily charges. The invoices were between $20 and $25 a month depending on
the billing period.
The retailer offered to reduce the back bill by half, and give Ms R 29 months to pay the
invoice. Ms R rejected the offer and offered to pay the same amount over 36 months.

The outcome
The parties could not agree an outcome and asked the Commissioner to make a decision.
The Acting Commissioner recommended the retailer reduce the invoice to $2,002.26 and
give Ms R 31 months to pay. The Acting Commissioner said this was because:
•
•

The retailer should have done more to prevent the back bill
Ms R should have realised the retailer was not recording her electricity use accurately

The Acting Commissioner said the retailer should have done more to prevent the back bill
because:
•
•

10

The retailer should have realised the meter was transmitting zero reads earlier
The retailer took too long to remedy the problem after it realised the meter was
transmitting zero reads
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The Acting Commissioner found the retailer was aware of the problem but did not remove
the meter or notify Ms R for 10 months.
The Acting Commissioner said Ms R should have realised the retailer was not recording her
electricity use accurately because the retailer sent invoices showing her use was 0kWh per
month. The Acting Commissioner also said the sudden drop in Ms R’s invoices from
around $150 to around $20 should have caused her to be suspicious.
In determining the reduced invoice the Acting Commissioner considered:
•
•
•

The parties both had some responsibility for the invoices between September 2013 and
June 2015
Ms R’s retailer had a greater responsibility to ensure accurate invoices
After June 2015, the retailer had increased responsibility because it knew about the
problem but did not take action

The Acting Commissioner said 31 months was a reasonable time to pay because the
electricity Ms R was invoiced for was used over 31 months.
The retailer accepted the Acting Commissioner’s recommendation. Ms R rejected the Acting
Commissioner’s recommendation and the file was closed. Because Ms R rejected the Acting
Commissioner’s recommendation, Ms R was entitled to take the dispute to another forum
such as the Disputes Tribunal and the retailer was entitled to lift its credit suppression.
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63611

Mr C complained his retailer allowed a prepaid electricity account in Mr C’s name to accrue
significant debt, which it was not entitled to do.
The Commissioner recommended the retailer should not have allowed the debt to exceed
$20 in his particular case and to reduce the debt by $900.

The complaint
Mr C said he had the electricity accounts at his rental properties registered in his name.
He said each of the electricity accounts is prepaid, where electricity is paid for in advance.
Mr C said tenants in the properties were responsible for paying for electricity.
Mr C said his retailer allowed his account at one of the properties to accrue a $935 debt.
Mr C said:
•
•
•
•

The retailer allowed the debt to exceed the limit of $20
The retailer did not tell him about the debt
The retailer placed charges for electricity requested by a medically dependent consumer
(MDC) on his account, instead of billing the MDC directly
The retailer would not release information about any MDC at his property

Mr C also complained about the way the retailer managed account responsibility on his
electricity accounts. He said:
•
•

The retailer closed accounts which were in Mr C’s name when a tenant asked to become
the account holder for the property
The retailer prevented him from adding credit to accounts which were taken out of his
name because he was no longer “authorised”
In response to his complaint, the retailer said it believed Mr C was responsible for all debt
on his accounts, even if the debt was accrued by a MDC.

The outcome
The parties could not agree and asked the Commissioner to recommend an outcome.
The Commissioner proposed recommending the retailer reduce Mr C’s debt by $900.
This was because, in this case, Mr C’s contract with the retailer limited the debt to $35.
The Commissioner also found:
•

12

The retailer could not disclose the information about a MDC to Mr C
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•

The retailer was entitled to manage Mr C’s accounts the way it did, including closing
Mr C’s account when a tenant asked to become the account holder for the property

Both Mr C and the retailer rejected the Commissioner’s proposed recommendation and
provided comments for the Commissioner’s consideration. After considering the issues
raised by the parties, the Commissioner recommended the retailer should reduce
Mr C’s debt by $900.
The Commissioner revised her view on the issue of the retailer closing Mr C’s accounts
when a tenant asked to become the account holder for the property. The Commissioner
said the retailer should not have done this because Mr C continued to be responsible for
the electricity account at the property.
The Commissioner also found:
•
•
•

The retailer took appropriate steps to confirm the medical dependency of the person
living in Mr C’s property
The retailer was not required to tell Mr C a MDC was living at his property and using
his account
The retailer was not required to comply with Mr C’s requests for the retailer to extend
authority on his accounts to anyone in New Zealand

Both parties accepted the Commissioner’s recommendation and the file was closed.
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59717

Mr A complained the distributor prevented him receiving low-user pricing at one of
his properties.
The Acting Commissioner’s recommendation said the distributor did not have to
provide the option of a low fixed charge to Mr A’s property because the property
was not his principal place of residence.

The complaint
Mr A complained his distributor stopped providing a low fixed charge for electricity use at
his property. Mr A said the 2004 Regulations required his distributor to provide him a low
user tariff.1 Mr A explained he believed his property was eligible for the 2004 Regulations
because it was his principal place of residence in the distributor’s area. Mr A said he had
another principal place of residence in another distributor’s area.
Mr A also said he believed under the 2004 Regulations his distributor should provide a low
fixed charge tariff because Mr A’s retailer intended to provide him the option of a low fixed
charge. Mr A said his distributor must follow his retailer’s intentions.
Mr A said his distributor categorised him as a low user for 11 years. Mr A said he paid a low
fixed charge during that time. Mr A said if his distributor previously categorised him as a
low user, it should not change its categorisation of his property.
The distributor said it would not provide a low fixed charge for electricity supplied to Mr A’s
property. The distributor said this was because Mr A’s property was not his principal place
of residence. The distributor said the 2004 Regulations only required network companies
to provide low user tariffs to people at their principal place of residence. The distributor
said Mr A could not have multiple principal places of residence in New Zealand.

The outcome
The parties could not agree and asked the Commissioner to recommend a settlement.
After investigating the complaint, the Commissioner proposed recommending not
upholding the complaint. This was because the Commissioner found:
•
•
•

The distributor did not have to provide the option of a low fixed charge tariff for
Mr A’s property
The distributor had always categorised Mr A’s property correctly
The retailer did not have to provide the option of a low fixed charge tariff to Mr A

The Commissioner’s investigation found the 2004 Regulations only allow a domestic
consumer to have one principal place of residence. The Commissioner found Mr A’s property
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was not his principal place of residence because:
•
•

Mr A was registered to vote at another address
Mr A’s other address was already considered his principal place of residence
by the distributor in the area

The distributor accepted the Commissioner’s proposed recommendation but Mr A did not.
Mr A said he believed the 2004 Regulations apply to a domestic consumer’s principal place
of residence within a given area. Mr A also questioned the Commissioner’s reasoning
when deciding which of his properties was his principal place of residence.
After considering Mr A’s comments, the Acting Commissioner recommended not upholding
Mr A’s complaint. The Acting Commissioner said a consumer can only have one principal
place of residence under the 2004 Regulations. The Acting Commissioner said he was
satisfied with the Commissioner’s reasoning when deciding another of Mr A’s properties
was his principal place of residence.

Footnotes
Electricity (Low Fixed Charge Tariff Option for Domestic Consumers) Regulations 2004 require
electricity retailers and network companies to ensure low-use domestic consumers pay no more
per year on a low fixed charge tariff option than on any alternative tariff option on the
consumer’s principal place of residence.
1 The

Low-use domestic consumers are:

•
•

In the Lower South Island, those who purchase or use less than 9,000 kWh of electricity per year
in respect of their home
Elsewhere in New Zealand, those who purchase or use less than 8,000 kWh of electricity per year
in respect of their home
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2016

56951

A distributor asked Mr S to trim his tree because it was growing near power lines. Mr S said
he was not responsible for the cost of trimming the tree because the tree was older
than the lines.
The Commissioner did not uphold the complaint.

The complaint
Mr S had a large tree at the front of his property. Some branches of the tree overhung power
lines along the road. In January 2015 the distributor trimmed the tree at its own cost after
issuing Mr S a first cut and trim notice under the Electricity (Hazards from Trees) Regulations
2003 (“the Regulations”).1
Mr S believed the tree was older than the distributor’s power lines and this meant the
distributor should continue to be responsible for trimming the tree under section 58 of the
Electricity Act 1992. He also said the distributor should either pay him compensation for
each trim, remove the tree and compensate him, or put its lines underground.
Mr S wanted EGCC to bring a test case2 against the distributor.
The distributor offered to:
•
•

Pay Mr S $500 compensation for the loss of foliage after trimming the tree
in January 2015
Trim the tree to the extent necessary under the Regulations for as long as Mr S
owned the property

In return, the distributor asked Mr S to agree to:
•
•
•

Not claim any more compensation for the trim in January 2015
Not claim compensation when the distributor trims the tree in accordance with
the Regulations in future
Be responsible for removing the debris after the distributor trims the tree

The outcome
The parties could not agree and asked the Commissioner to recommend a settlement.
The Commissioner did not uphold the complaint. She found:
•
•
•

18

Mr S was responsible for trimming the tree
The distributor did not owe Mr S compensation for trimming the tree in January 2015
The distributor’s offer to Mr S was reasonable
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The Commissioner said the recommendation was not dependent on the offer
remaining open.
During the investigation the Commissioner’s staff, an arborist engaged by the Commissioner’s
office, and representatives of the distributor visited Mr S’s property. The arborist advised the
tree was likely to be older than the lines and said the January trim had not damaged the tree.
The Commissioner said Mr S was responsible for trimming the tree because the Regulations
say the tree owner is responsible for trimming. She said Mr S could choose to declare no
interest in the tree, which would mean the distributor could choose to trim or remove
the tree.
The Commissioner said Mr S was not entitled to compensation because the distributor had
not damaged the tree by trimming it.
The Commissioner explained to Mr S the test case procedure in the EGCC Scheme document
allows for Scheme members to pursue a complaint as a test case. The distributor had not
done so for this complaint.

Footnotes
1

The Regulations say after the distributor has done the first cut and trim, the tree owner is
responsible for trimming the tree to keep it clear of the power lines (Regulations 10 and 11).
2

Under B.46 of the EGCC Scheme document, Scheme members may pursue a complaint as
a test case.
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2016

62275

Mr U was concerned a new transformer close to his home would affect his family’s health.
The retailer and the complainant settled the complaint.

The complaint
Mr U complained the distributor upgraded a transformer at a pole near his home. He said
the new transformer increased his family’s exposure to electromagnetic fields (EMF) and
this might affect his family’s health.
Mr U said the distributor had offered to install the new transformer further from his home.
However, he said the distributor would charge him $6,000-$8,000 and he believed he
should not have to pay.

The outcome
Utilities Disputes arranged a meeting between the parties at Mr U’s home. During the
meeting, the parties settled the complaint.
The distributor measured the magnetic fields from the transformer and some other
appliances at Mr U’s home. The distributor explained the magnetic field decreases
exponentially the further away from the source of the field. The measurements showed
the magnetic field from the transformer, at the base of the pole, was well within the
recommended guidelines.1
Mr U said comparing the measurements from the transformer with measurements from
his home appliances reassured him about his health concerns.
Mr U said the distributor did not fully explain why the upgrade was necessary. He said the
distributor first said it needed to upgrade the transformer to keep up the quality of supply.
He said the distributor later told him it upgraded the transformer because a neighbour
needed more capacity.
The distributor apologised to Mr U for the lack of communication. The distributor said it
hired a customer service adviser, who would work with concerned customers like Mr U to
avoid communication problems in future.

Footnotes
1

International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation Protection (ICNIRP) Guidelines for limiting
exposure to time‐varying electric, magnetic and electromagnetic fields (Up To 300 Ghz)” (1998),
available at www.icnirp.org.
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62339

Mr A complained on behalf of Company H that the distributor only provided one option
to downgrade Company H’s supply.
The Commissioner recommended the distributor pay Company H $350 because its
customer service was poor, but did not uphold the rest of the complaint.

The complaint
Company H was charged 300kVA worth of capacity charges when it only needed 100kVA
worth of capacity. Company H contacted its distributor to organise a capacity downgrade.
Mr A complained the distributor only provided one option to downgrade the capacity
at the property.
Mr A also complained the distributor gave poor customer service because it took too long
to provide a reason why it would only give one downgrade option.

The outcome
The parties participated in a face-to-face mediation but could not come to a resolution.
Mr A asked the Commissioner for a decision.
In her proposed recommendation, the Commissioner said the distributor was not required
to give more than one option to downgrade capacity. The Commissioner also said the
distributor gave poor customer service because it took too long to provide a reason why
it would only give one downgrade option. The Commissioner awarded Company H $350
for the inconvenience caused.
The distributor accepted the proposed recommendation. Mr A rejected the proposed
recommendation and made a submission.
Mr A’s submission did not provide the Commissioner with any information to change
the recommendation. The Commissioner’s final recommendation was the same as her
proposed recommendation.
Both parties accepted the Commissioner’s final recommendation.
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2016

63748

Ms F complained a distributor installed equipment on her property without permission.
The Commissioner did not uphold the complaint.

The complaint
Ms F complained her distributor:
•
•
•
•

Installed lines and poles on her land without an easement
Damaged her property during the installation
Installed lines on her property that were too low, representing a risk to health and safety
Provided poor customer service by giving her inaccurate information

Ms F said she shared a driveway with her neighbours – Mr and Mrs C. Mr and Mrs C
contacted the distributor, and proposed moving 11 kV distribution lines which were on
Mr and Mrs C’s property down the driveway.
Ms F said Mr and Mrs C approached her about the proposal to move the electricity poles
and lines and she did not agree with the proposal.

The outcome
The parties could not agree an outcome and asked the Commissioner to make a decision.
The Commissioner did not uphold the complaint. The Commissioner said this was because:
•
•
•
•

Ms F did not own the land the distributor installed the equipment on
The distributor did not damage Ms F’s property during the installation
The lines the distributor installed were compliant with height regulations
The distributor provided accurate information

The Commissioner found the distributor installed the equipment on land that belonged to
Mr and Mrs C after investigating Mr and Mrs C’s Certificate of Title. The Commissioner said
while Ms F had easement for Right of Way access over Mr and Mrs C’s property, this did
not constitute ownership of the land. The Commissioner said the distributor therefore
was not required to seek Ms F’s permission to install the equipment.
The Commissioner found the distributor did not damage Ms F’s property during the
installation. The Commissioner said this was because, as above, Ms F did not have own
the land affected by the installation.
The Commissioner found the lines the distributor installed were compliant with the relevant
regulations and NZECP 34: 2001. The Commissioner said under NZECP 34:2001, the line
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must clear 6.5m. The Commissioner said the line cleared 8.53m, and therefore
was compliant with the standard.
The Commissioner found the distributor provided Ms F accurate information after
investigating communication between the parties. Ms F said the distributor
provided inaccurate information about:
•
•

The role of its contractors; and
Whether the new lines were conveying electricity

The Commissioner said the distributor accurately explained the role of its contractors,
and told Ms F clearly the lines were conveying electricity.
As the Commissioner did not uphold the complaint, the file was closed.
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65304

Mr R complained a distributor installed a pole outside his property in an
inconvenient position.
The Commissioner did not uphold the complaint about the pole’s position, but
recommended the distributor pay Mr R $250 because its customer service could have
been better.

The complaint
Mr R complained his distributor installed a pole outside his property in an inconvenient
position. Mr R said he prefers to drive on to the footpath outside his house and then reverse
down his driveway. He said he prefers to access his property this was because he lives on a
busy road and he can exit his property more safely if he reverses down his driveway on
entry. Mr R said the pole’s position means it is hard for him to access his property.
Mr R’s distributor said it was entitled to install the pole where it did.

The outcome
Utilities Disputes arranged a visit to Mr R’s property and a face-to-face conciliation
conference. During the conference, Mr R and his distributor agreed his distributor would
excavate at the pole and decide whether the pole could be moved. After 12 weeks, the
distributor had not completed the excavation. The distributor said it had decided not
to excavate after reviewing its information.
Following the distributor’s decision not to excavate, the parties asked the Commissioner to
make a recommendation.
The Commissioner found the pole did not materially affect Mr R because:
•
•

The distributor was not required to consult with Mr R under the district plan
The pole did not prevent Mr R from accessing his property in a way he was entitled to

The Commissioner also found the distributor should pay Mr R $250 because its customer
service could have been better. The Commissioner said this was because the distributor
took an unreasonable length of time to tell Mr R it would not excavate as agreed. The
Commissioner said while she accepted the distributor’s reasons for deciding not to do
the work, she did not believe it was reasonable for the distributor to take 12 weeks to
give Mr R its decision.
Based on these findings, the Commissioner proposed recommending the distributor pay
Mr R a customer service payment of $250. The distributor accepted the Commissioner’s
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proposed recommendation. Mr R rejected the proposed recommendation and provided
comments on the Commissioner’s decision. Mr R raised concerns about whether the
distributor had followed an appropriate process before installing the pole.
After reviewing Mr R’s comments, the Commissioner’s decision remained the same and she
issued a final recommendation. The Commissioner said this was because Mr R’s comments
about whether or not the distributor followed an appropriate process were not material
to his complaint. The Commissioner said this was because she believed the pole’s
placement did not materially affect Mr R.
The distributor accepted the Commissioner’s recommendation. Mr R rejected the
Commissioner’s recommendation and the file was closed.
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65532

Mr A complained a distributor would not connect his new house to the cables in his
subdivision. He said the distributor told him it was a private network.
The Commissioner did not uphold the complaint.

The complaint
Mr A complained the distributor would not connect his new house to the cables in his
subdivision. Mr A said the distributor instead told him he would need to pay to install
new cables and other network equipment in the subdivision. This would cost either
$60,000 or $90,000 depending on the location of the new network.
Mr A said the reason the subdivision required a new network was because the current
network did not have capacity to support demand. Mr A said because the distributor
owned the network, it was responsible for ensuring capacity requirements were met.
The distributor said it did not own the cables. The distributor said this meant it was
not responsible for the cables’ capacity.
The distributor said the developer of the subdivision probably owned the subdivision’s
network.
Mr A said even if the distributor did not own the network equipment, it was responsible
for the capacity of the network. He said this was because the distributor had acted as if it
owned the network.

The outcome
The parties could not agree and asked the Commissioner to recommend a settlement.
The Acting Commissioner recommended the complaint was not upheld.
The Acting Commissioner found:
•
•

The distributor did not own the cables Mr A wanted to connect to
There was no other reason for the distributor to be responsible for the new connection

The Acting Commissioner said the distributor did not own the cables because:
•
•
•
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The company’s network map did not show any network equipment in the subdivision
The distributor did not have the authority to own cables over or under the land
There was no evidence the distributor was responsible for the cables in either the local
council’s consent files for the subdivision or the developer’s paid invoices for the work
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The Acting Commissioner said there was no other reason for the distributor to be responsible
for the new connection because the distributor had not acted as owner of the cables.
The Acting Commissioner said he could not consider Mr A’s complaint about the price
the distributor charged for a new connection.
The distributor accepted the Recommendation. Mr A did not accept the Recommendation
and the file was closed.
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YEAR
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50718

A retailer replaced the complainant’s analogue meter with an advanced meter while
the complaint was in the retailer’s dispute resolution process.
The Commissioner recommended the retailer pay for the installation of a
non-advanced meter, and make a customer service payment of $900.

The complaint
Ms R complained a retailer replaced her analogue meter with an advanced meter without
her permission. Ms R said she received a letter from the retailer advising it intended to
replace her meter with an advanced meter1. Ms R phoned the retailer to refuse the
advanced meter as she had done twice in the past. In that call, Ms R and the retailer
entered into the retailer’s dispute resolution process.
Ms R believed she owned the analogue meter. She believed she purchased it when she
built her home in the 1970s. Several days later the retailer replaced Ms R’s meter while
she was away from home.

The outcome
The parties could not agree and asked the Commissioner to recommend a settlement.
The Commissioner decided the retailer should not have replaced Ms R’s meter while the
complaint was in the retailer’s dispute resolution process. Both Ms R and the retailer
believed they owned the meter. By replacing the meter before ownership of the meter
was determined, the retailer settled the dispute unilaterally. This was unfair to Ms R.
The investigation discovered regulations from the 1970s showing Ms R did not own
her meter.
In the proposed recommendation, the Commissioner recommended the retailer replace the
advanced meter with another analogue meter and give Ms R a customer service payment
of $1000. She reduced the amount to $900 after the retailer submitted a call recording
in which Ms R said “touch my meter and you’re dead”. The Commissioner decided that
language was confronting to the customer service representative.
Ms R had already shifted to another retailer and paid to have the advanced meter replaced
with another analogue meter. The Commissioner recommended the retailer reimburse
Ms R for the replacement cost.
Footnotes
1

An advanced meter (or “smart meter”) records the amount of electricity a household is using at
half hourly intervals, and sends the data daily to the retailer (source: Electricity Authority).
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Metering

YEAR

COMPLAINT

2015

53271

Mr E complained about his electricity retailer seeking to install an advanced meter
as a condition of supplying him with electricity.
The Commissioner did not uphold the complaint.

The complaint
Mr E complained his electricity retailer would only supply him with electricity if he allowed
the retailer to install an advanced meter at his property. Mr E said the Electricity Authority
only required his retailer to recertify meters, not to install advanced meters. Mr E said his
retailer could not require conditions beyond the Electricity Authority’s requirements.
Mr E said he wanted his retailer to recertify the existing analogue meter at his property.

The outcome
The parties were unable to settle the complaint between them and asked the Commissioner
to recommend a settlement.
The Commissioner did not uphold the complaint.
The Commissioner proposed recommending:
•
•
•

The retailer’s terms and conditions and New Zealand law allowed the retailer to
replace Mr E’s meter with an advanced meter
The Electricity Authority’s requirement to recertify meters did not prevent the
retailer from installing an advanced meter to meet this requirement
The retailer could choose to deal with particular metering equipment providers

Mr E was still concerned the retailer’s decision to deal with particular meter equipment
providers was illegal under the Commerce Act.
The Commissioner considered Mr E’s comments. The Commissioner said she believed
the Commerce Commission and the Electricity Authority were more appropriate forums
to consider Mr E concerns about the retailer’s behaviour being anti-competitive. The
Commissioner said she was not aware of the Commerce Act covering the circumstances
raised by Mr E.
Mr E did not accept the Commissioner’s recommendation and the complaint was closed.
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Metering

YEAR

COMPLAINT

2016

60095

Ms N said her non-communicating advanced meter had a harmful impact on her health.
She complained her retailer would not replace the meter with an analogue meter.
The Commissioner did not uphold the complaint.

The complaint
Ms N complained her electricity retailer would not install a meter that met her health
requirements. Ms N said she suffered from hypersensitivity to electric and magnetic
radiation. She said her current meter was increasing her exposure to electric and
magnetic radiation.
Ms N said although her retailer had already removed the modem from her meter, the
meter’s internal electronics increased the electric and magnetic fields in her house. She
said this was because the meter operated using a switch mode power supply, which
caused “dirty electricity” - an effect where voltage spikes and high frequency harmonics
feed back into household wiring.
Ms N said she knew a metering provider that could install a type of meter she wanted. She
said she wanted her retailer to arrange for the metering provider to install this meter at
her property.
The retailer said it would not install the meter Ms N wanted. During Utilities Disputes’
investigation, the retailer offered to install one of two types of meter at Ms N’s property.
The retailer said neither meter used a switch mode power supply.

The outcome
The parties could not agree and asked the Commissioner to recommend a settlement. After
investigating the complaint, the Commissioner proposed recommending not upholding the
complaint. This was because the Commissioner found there was not enough evidence
the meter was causing Ms N’s health issues.
The Commissioner said there was not enough evidence the meter was causing Ms N’s health
issues after seeking advice from a member of the Commissioner’s panel of independent
experts. After taking measurements at Ms N’s house, the independent expert said there
was “no obvious effect” of the switch mode power supply in Ms N’s meter on magnetic and
electric fields in Ms N’s house. The Commissioner said on this basis, there was not enough
evidence the meter increased Ms N’s exposure to electric and magnetic fields.
The Commissioner also considered whether the electric and magnetic fields in Ms N’s house
exceeded limits recommended by the Ministry of Health. The Commissioner said after
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reviewing the independent expert’s advice she was satisfied electric and magnetic fields
at Ms N’s property did not exceed those limits.
The Commissioner said in addition, there was no other reason to require the retailer to
remove Ms N’s meter. The Commissioner said this after investigating and deciding:
•
•
•

Electricity supplied to Ms N did not breach the Consumer Guarantees Act
Resource consent was not required under the local council’s district plan
The retailer’s contract with Ms N did not require it to remove Ms N’s meter

Ms N advised she did not accept the Commissioner’s decision and provided comments
for the Commissioner to consider. Ms N gave a number of reasons for rejecting the
Commissioner’s proposed recommendation, including:
•
•
•
•

She believed there was enough evidence her meter was causing Ms N’s health issues
She believed the independent expert had demonstrated “a certain level of
incompetence” while taking measurements at her property
She believed the Commissioner should consider the appropriateness of the Ministry of
Health’s recommended limits for exposure to electric and magnetic fields
She believed the retailer’s refusal to provide alternative meters was a breach of the
New Zealand Bill of Rights Act

Ms N also advised she did not want to accept the meters her retailer had offered to install.
Ms N provided research material about harmful health effects associated with advanced
meters and a letter from her doctor describing her hypersensitivity to electric and
magnetic fields.
The retailer advised it accepted the Commissioner’s decision.
After reviewing Ms N’s response, the Commissioner made a final recommendation on
the complaint. The Commissioner recommended the complaint be not upheld. The
Commissioner said Ms N’s comments did not change the decision not to uphold
the complaint because:
•
•
•
•

While the Commissioner acknowledged Ms N’s poor health, there was not enough
evidence the meter was causing health issues
The independent expert’s advice was reliable
It was not open to the Commissioner to consider the appropriateness of the Ministry of
Health’s recommended limits for exposure to magnetic or electric fields
The retailer’s decision not to change Ms N’s meter did not breach the New Zealand Bill of
Rights Act

In addition, the Commissioner noted the meters the retailer offered Ms N appeared to meet
her health requirements. The Commissioner said this was because the retailer and
a metering provider both said neither meter had a switch mode power supply.
Because the Commissioner did not uphold the complaint, the Commissioner closed the file
after making the final recommendation.
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Supply Quality

Supply Quality

YEAR

COMPLAINT

2016

60983

Ms G complained her retailer initially agreed to deliver 45kg LPG cylinders, but then
told her it would not for safety reasons.
The Commissioner recommended the retailer pay Ms G $50 for poor customer service.

The complaint
Ms G complained her retailer initially agreed to deliver 45kg LPG cylinders to her
property but then told her it could not. Ms G said the retailer should be able to deliver
the cylinders because:
•
•

The equipment installed at her home showed a different retailer previously supplied
the property with identical cylinders; and
It is not unsafe to deliver to her property

The retailer said its terms and conditions allowed it to refuse delivery to a site it considered
unsafe. The retailer said it would not deliver because:
•
•
•

The driveway was too long for delivery on foot
There was not enough room for a truck to turn around
The driveway was too narrow to safely reverse a truck along it

The outcome
The parties could not agree and asked the Commissioner to recommend an outcome.
The Commissioner proposed recommending the retailer was entitled to refuse delivery,
but should pay Ms G $50 for poor customer service. The Commissioner said her proposed
recommendation was based on her findings that:
•
•

The retailer was able to refuse supply for safety reasons under its contract
The retailer should have given clearer information about whether it could deliver
gas cylinders when Ms G called to open an account

The retailer accepted the Commissioner’s proposed recommendation. Ms G rejected the
Commissioner’s proposed recommendation and provided comments for the Commissioner’s
consideration. Ms G said:
•
•

36

The Commissioner’s proposal to recommend $50 for the customer service she received
was unfair
The retailer’s decision not to deliver negatively impacted Ms G’s health and ability to
heat her home
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After carefully considering the issues raised by Ms G, the Commissioner recommended the
retailer pay Ms G $50. The Commissioner found:
•
•

$50 was a reasonable level of compensation for the unclear information given to Ms G
The retailer was entitled to decide not to deliver to Ms G’s property for safety reasons,
so no customer service payment was warranted for the impact of the retailer’s
decision not to supply LPG

Both parties accepted the Commissioner’s recommendation and the file was closed.
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Supply Quality

YEAR

COMPLAINT

2016

61452

Mr L complained an unplanned outage resulted in food in his fridge spoiling.
The Commissioner recommended Mr L was entitled to compensation under the
Consumer Guarantees Act 1993.

The complaint
Mr L complained the distributor was responsible for an unplanned outage that left his
property without electricity for two and a half days. Mr L said during the outage food in
his fridge spoiled. He said the distributor delayed responding to him about his complaint.
The distributor first told Mr L it could not deal with his complaint until it looked into the
cause of the outage. The distributor later offered Mr L a $50 customer service payment
because the duration of the outage was outside its service standards.
Utilities Disputes also contacted Mr L’s electricity retailer. This was because under sections
7A & 7B of the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 (CGA), electricity retailers guarantee the
electricity they supply is of acceptable quality. The retailer said it did not believe the
CGA applied.

The outcome
The parties could not resolve the complaint between them and asked the Commissioner to
recommend a settlement.
The Commissioner recommended the retailer pay Mr L $275 and the distributor pay Mr L
$100 because:
•
•
•
•

The retailer supplied electricity that was not of acceptable quality
The spoiled food was a reasonably foreseeable result of the electricity not being of
acceptable quality
The amount of $275 was fair and reasonable payment for the refrigerated food Mr L lost
as a result of the outage
It was fair and reasonable for the distributor to pay Mr L $100 for poor customer service,
including not keeping Mr L sufficiently informed about his complaint

The Commissioner applied the CGA in deciding the retailer should pay for the spoiled food.
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The CGA allows consumers to claim from their electricity retailers
The CGA allows consumers to claim from their electricity retailers when electricity or gas
supplied to their properties is not as safe, reliable, or of the quality a reasonable consumer
would expect supply to that property to be.
Exceptions may apply. The retailer will not be liable if the consumer uses the electricity
or gas unreasonably, or if the consumer accepts supply knowing the quality is likely to be
significantly worse than normal.
When determining what a reasonable consumer would expect, the CGA assumes the
reasonable consumer has considered a list of features that may affect the supply.
How the Commissioner applied the CGA in Mr L’s complaint
The Commissioner applied the CGA and found the electricity supplied was not as reliable as
a reasonable consumer would expect supply to Mr L to be. This was because Mr L’s property
was located in a suburban area, and the outage lasted two and a half days.
The Commissioner said the exceptions did not apply. She said Mr L used the electricity
reasonably. She also said there was nothing to suggest the quality and reliability of the
supply to Mr L was likely to be significantly worse than what would normally be expected.
The Commissioner said the features listed in the CGA would not affect a reasonable
consumer’s expectations, because:
•
•
•
•
•

The outage was not outside the control of any person involved in the supply of
electricity (explained further below)
The outage was not for safety, maintenance or other technical reasons
The voltage appeared to be within the relevant regulations
The location of Mr L’s property did not suggest he should expect a less reliable supply
The price Mr L paid for the electricity did not suggest he should expect a
less reliable supply

The Commissioner said the Electricity Authority’s report on the cause of the outage showed
the outage was not outside the control of any person involved in the supply of electricity.1
The outage occurred after a cable trench caught fire at a substation controlled by
the distributor and the national grid operator.
The report identified several risks to the reliability of the electricity supply presented by
the cable trench. The report said the distributor and grid operator should have been aware
of and mitigated those risks.

Footnotes
1

The Electricity Authority, the regulator for the electricity industry, conducted an investigation into
the substation fire at the request of the Minister of Energy and Resources. A full copy of the report
is available on the Electricity Authority’s website.
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Supply Quality

YEAR

COMPLAINT

2016

65186

Mr J complained about an 18-hour unplanned outage. He said as a result of the outage
he lost $180 of food from his freezer and suffered stress and anxiety.
The Acting Commissioner recommended Mr J’s retailer pay him $180 for the food he lost.
The Acting Commissioner recommended the distributor make a payment of $250 because
it provided Mr J poor customer service.

The complaint
Mr J complained he suffered an 18 hour outage. He said the outage caused $180 of food
in his freezer to spoil and caused him stress and anxiety. Mr J also complained his distributor
provided poor customer service after the outage. Mr J said the company’s customer service
was poor because the distributor did not answer his questions and did not make a customer
service payment when the distributor said it would.
The distributor said the outage was outside its control. The distributor said this was because
Mr J’s outage occurred during a storm which caused significant damage to the network. The
distributor said it could not restore Mr J’s electricity earlier because it was responding to
other faults on its network. The distributor said it had already made a payment of $50 to
Mr J which he was not entitled to.
Utilities Disputes notified Mr J’s retailer of the complaint. This was because Mr J’s complaint
was partly about quality of supply and Mr J’s retailer may have some liability under sections
7A and 7B of the Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 (CGA). Mr J’s retailer said it did not know
whether it would be liable under the CGA but said it did not want to make an offer to
resolve the complaint.

The outcome
The parties could not agree and asked the Commissioner to recommend a settlement.
The Acting Commissioner recommended:
•
•

Mr J’s retailer pay $180 for food lost during the outage; and
Mr J’s distributor pay $250 for poor customer service

The Acting Commissioner made the recommendation after finding:
•
•
•
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Mr J had a right of redress against his retailer under the CGA
Mr J had a right of redress of $180
It was fair and reasonable for Mr J’s distributor to pay $250 for poor customer service
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The Acting Commissioner said:
•
•
•
•

Mr J had a right of redress against his retailer because the electricity his retailer
supplied breached a guarantee in the CGA
The supply breached a guarantee because a reasonable consumer would expect
the electricity supply to Mr J’s house to be more reliable
A reasonable consumer was expected to have considered whether anyone involved in
the supply of electricity could have prevented the breach of the guarantee
Neither Mr J’s distributor nor his retailer provided enough evidence to demonstrate
the duration of Mr J’s outage was outside the distributor’s control

The Acting Commissioner said Mr J’s retailer should pay Mr J $180 because:
•
•
•

The CGA entitled Mr J to damages for loss or damage that was reasonably foreseeable
The loss of Mr J’s food was reasonably foreseeable and cost Mr J $180
Mr J’s stress and anxiety was not reasonably foreseeable

The Acting Commissioner said it was fair and reasonable for the distributor to pay Mr J $250
for poor customer service because:
•
•
•

The distributor did not pay Mr J when it said it would
The distributor provided confusing information about the cause of the outage
The distributor did not reasonably engage in the dispute resolution process

The Acting Commissioner said the distributor did not reasonably engage because it did not
provide information Utilities Disputes requested.
Mr J accepted the Acting Commissioner’s recommendation. Mr J’s retailer accepted the
Acting Commissioner’s recommendation. The distributor rejected the Acting Commissioner’s
recommendation. The Acting Commissioner then issued a binding decision, which made
the Acting Commissioner’s recommendation binding on the distributor.
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Supply Quality

YEAR

COMPLAINT

2016

57349

Mr F complained his distributor would not compensate him for property damage which
he said was caused by an outage.
The Commissioner did not uphold the complaint.

The complaint
Mr F complained his distributor declined to compensate him for property damage which
he said was caused by an outage.
Mr F said his claim was for:
•
•
•

A modem which Mr F said had been “fried”
The costs for an electrician to inspect a pool pump
Mr F’s automatic gate, which broke after having to be forced open. Mr F said he had
to force it open because the gate could not operate without a power supply

The outcome
The parties were unable to reach an agreement to settle the dispute, and they asked the
Commissioner to make a decision. The Commissioner did not uphold the complaint. The
Commissioner said this was because neither Mr F’s distributor nor the retailer were liable
for the costs claimed by Mr F.
The Commissioner considered the cause of the loss for each of the parts of Mr F’s claim
and concluded:
•
•
•
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It was unlikely the modem was “fried” by the outage. This was because the
Commissioner’s investigation indicated there was no evidence of voltage
fluctuation associated with the outage.
There was no evidence of damage to the pool pump. Mr F’s claim was for the cost of
an electrician inspecting the pool pump. Mr F did not provide any evidence the
pool pump had sustained any damage.
The cause of the damage to Mr F’s automatic gate was the force applied to it to open,
not the outage. The Commissioner believed loss caused in this way was not
attributable to Mr F’s distributor.
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THE COMPLAINTS PROCESS
1

Complain to the provider or contact us for help
Have you complained to the provider?
The provider has the opportunity to resolve the complaint with you first. Generally the
provider has 20 working days to resolve the complaint with you.
You can:
•
•

2

Contact the provider directly – use the word ‘complaint’ and ask to talk with
someone who deals with complaints OR
Ask us to refer your complaint to the provider.

Ask us to look into your complaint
When you ask us to look into your complaint we will check:
•
•

3

Is the complaint at the stage we can look into it?
Is the complaint about something we can look into?

We will work with you and the provider to help resolve the complaint
We work with you and the provider to find an outcome that works for you both.
We usually arrange a meeting with you and the provider on the phone or in person.
We may also pass information between you and the provider. Sometimes we get expert
advice about technical or legal issues.

4

If the complaint is not resolved, the Commissioner can make a
recommendation
Commissioner makes a proposed recommendation and gives you and the provider the
opportunity to comment
If the complaint is not resolved, the Commissioner can make a proposed recommendation.
If you and the provider accept the proposed recommendation, the proposed
recommendation becomes binding. If you or the provider don’t accept the proposed
recommendation, you can submit comments.
Commissioner makes a final recommendation
If you and the provider accept the final recommendation, the recommendation becomes
binding. If you don’t accept the final recommendation, we will close the file. You may be
able to take the complaint to another forum (eg Disputes Tribunal or district court). If you
accept, but the provider doesn’t, the Commissioner will make a determination. This means
the provider must comply with the Commissioner’s recommendation.

CONTACT US
FREEPHONE
0800 22 33 40

POSTAL
PO Box 5875
Wellington 6140

FREEPOST
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